[March Theorem I. For the ordered set of elements Qx, Q2, ■ ■ ■ , Q" to constitute a U-basis for G it is necessary and sufficient that (a) each element of G be representaba in the form Qi^Q2x' ■ ■ ■ QPXf; (b) ZAe product of the orders ofQx, Q2, ■ ■ ■ , Q" equal the order of G* LetPi,P2, ■ ■ ■ , P" denote ra operations of G whose orders are gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ ,gn respectively.
Let Px and Py denote the products Pi^P^ ■ ■ ■ Pnx« and 7VJV* ■ • -iV« respectively, 0^#,<g" 0^y,<g,-. We shall say that Px and Py are formally distinct if at least one xk is not equal to yk; we shall call them effectively distinct if they do not represent the same operation of G.
Theorem II. For the ordered set of elements Px, P2, • ■ • , P" to constitute a U-basis for G it is necessary and sufficient that (a) ZAe product gxg2 • • • g" equal the order of G; (b) any two formally distinct products Px and Pv be effectively distinct. This theorem is easily proved by writing G in cosets with respect to Hi (or H2) and applying Theorem I. Theorem V. If G is the direct product of the subgroups Gi, G2, ■ ■ ■ , G", and if each subgroup Gi has the U-basis Qn, ■ ■ ■ , Q,n,-, then a U-basis for G is given by the ordered set Qn, ■ ■ ■ , Qi"" Q2i, ■ ■ ■ , Q2n" ■ ■■ , etc.
The wording of the theorem obviously implies that in this ordered arrangement the sets (Qn, • • • , Qini) may be permuted at will, provided that the sequence of the elements within the sets is undisturbed. For m = 2 this theorem is a corollary of Theorem IV ; by induction it can be proved for any m.
We conclude this section by giving several examples of groups which have uniqueness-bases.
A. All dihedral groups. For the dihedral group of order 2m (which is generated by two operations P and Q which satisfy the relations P2 = Qm = E, QP=PQ~X) the ordered set P, Q (and Q, P, as well) constitute a [/-basis.
B. Every symmetric group. By Theorem III we may prove that the ordered set of cycles aia2, aia2a3, • ■ ■ , aia2 • ■ ■ an constitute a [/-basis for the symmetric group of degree ».
C. Every alternating group iAn. The theorem is obvious for the alternating groups of degrees 2 and 3. We outline a proof by induction, assuming that the alternating group zAn-i of degree « -1 has a [/-basis. There are three cases to consider: (a) when « is odd; (b) when w is divisible by 4; (c) when n is divisible by 2 and not by 4. In case (a) we know that tAn-vtn-i contains the cycle aia2 • ■ • an. In case (b) it is easy to see that zAn contains the dihedral group of order « as a regular permutation group. In either case (a) or case (b), then, the proof may be completed by using Theorem IV. For case (c) we select from <¡An the two permutations j = (aian) (a2a3) and t = (aia2 • • • a"/2) (a"/2+i • • • a"). Now case (c) cannot arise for « < 6, and it is easy to see that when » 2:6 all formally distinct products txsv are effectively distinct, 0=«<«/2; O^y^l; except for x = 0 and y = 0 the product txsv will permute the letter a", and hence will not be a permutation in iAn-i-One may now complete the proof by using Theorem II and the induction-hypothesis.
D. The Sylow p-group ^P,n of the general n-ary linear homogeneous group modulo p. It is well known that X)p.» can be represented by the group of matrices where the «(» -1)/2 coordinates a,,-above the main diagonal are arbitrary elements of the Galois field of p elements. If we put ain = 0, i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n -l, we obtain a representation of ^,P.n-i; this group has only the identity in common with the abelian group defined by a,-, = 0, jVra. By using Theorem IV and induction over ra we may show that a 77-basis for the group (a^) is given by the ordered set E + ei2, E + exz, E + e23, E + eu, ■ ■ ■ ,E + ei", E + e2n,
where E is the «-rowed identity matrix and the e,-,-are the usual basis-units of the ra-ary matrix ring.
In conclusion, we offer the quaternion group as the simplest example of a group which has no 77-basis.
2. In this section we introduce the notion of a normal 77-basis. A 77-basis Qh (?2> " ' " , Qp or a finite group G is said to be normal with respect to G (in short, a normal 77-basis) if for i<j; ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , p;j = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , p, the elements Qa satisfy the p(p -1)/2 equations
As examples of groups having a normal 77-basis we mention the dihedral groups and the groups X^p.« above. Groups which contain a normal Ubasis evidently constitute an exceptional category, as the restrictions imposed by the definition are relatively strong; for instance, each subgroup {Qi, Qi+i, • • • , Qp } must be invariant in G, and G must be solvable.
An advantageous property of a normal [/-basis is the following :
Theorem I. If a finite group G has a normal U-basis Qx, ■ ■ ■ , Qp, the order of Qi being gi, then G is completely defined by the equations (2) Q? = E and the permutability relations (1) above.
Let Pi, P2, ■ ■ • , Pp be a set of operations; i.e., elements which generate some group, and suppose that these elements are defined by equations (1) and (2) (assuming, of course, that we replace Qi by Pi). Let G denote the group generated by Pi, ■ • • , Pp. Since G and G are homomorphic under the correspondence defined by Pi~Ç\,f our theorem will follow if we can show that G and G have the same order; that is, if we can show that every product n =Pav"Pß^ ■ ■ ■ Paz° -of powers of Pi, P2, • • • , P" can be brought into the normal form Px =PiIP2I* ■ • ■ Ppxp by a finite number of reductions, each 1937] UNIQUENESS-BASES OF FINITE GROUPS 291 reduction consisting of an interchange of two adjacent P's, using (1), followed by a reduction of exponents by means of (2). This is obviously possible when II contains only P"-X and P'" as factors. The proof may be completed by induction : it is not difficult to show that a product II involving no subscripts less than k can be brought into the normal form by a finite number of reductions, provided that this is true for all products containing subscripts greater than k.
Later we shall need the following generalization of the term "normal [/-basis." Let G be a finite group and let'*!' be a group in which each element is an operator of G; suppose, further, that1!' contains operators* which effect each of the inner isomorphisms of G. A [/-basis Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ , Pp of G is said to be normal with respect to SF provided that
where \p is a variable operator in ^f.
If for ^ we take the group G itself, then this definition is equivalent to our earlier definition of a i7-basis normal with respect to G. For in this case equations (3) contain the p(p -1)/2 equations (4) p-lPiPi = p^--pßßii: i<j.
Theorem II. 7/^ is of order pl and if every element of G satisfies the equation sp = E, then G contains a U-basis normal with respect to SF.
By taking ty = G we have, as a corollary, Theorem III. A finite p-group whose elements are of order p ijdentity excepted) contains a normal U-basis.
In connection with Theorem III we observe that each exponent ßm in (4) must be 1 modulo />; otherwise, the number of conjugates of P, under Pi would contain a factor prime to p. Obviously Theorem III is not valid for /»-groups in general.
Proof of Theorem II. We write s' for sxf/, where s and \p are any elements of G and ^ respectively. Let Gi denote the subgroup of G which is generated by the totality of elements Ci = s~xs'. We define inductively the subgroup Gi+i. Suppose that d has already been defined, and suppose that c, represents any element of Gt. Let c/ and c,+i denote c,-»// and crxci respectively, where \p is any operator of ^. Then G,+i is defined as the group generated by the totality of elements ci+i.
* For a treatment of groups with operators see van der Waerden, Moderne Algebra, vol. I, p. 132. As concerns its effect on G, each operator ^ is equivalent to an operation T in the holomorph of G (Pi<p and T~lPiT are the same element of G). It is hardly necessary to point out that * need not be simply isomorphic with a subgroup of the holomorph of G.
Since each p effects a p-automorphism of G, we know that there is associated with a fixed operator ^x a series of subgroups G 3 G' o G" o • • ■ oE, each of index p in the preceding one, such that sMp, sw being any element of G(a), is equal to s(a) multiplied by an element from C7<°+1).* From this we see at once that G,+i is a proper subgroup of G" ¿ = 1, 2, • • • ; consequently, the series G = G0 => Ci d G2 o • • • must terminate in the identity E. Suppose that G/=E, but Gf-i^E. We shall say that G is of class/ with respect to >F. (By hypothesis, \F contains operators which bring about each of the inner isomorphisms of G. Hence Gi contains the commutator subgroup of G. And if "F is G itself, then our definition of class coincides with the usual one.)
Now the group G/_i of order pn'~l, say, is abelian and of type 1, 1, • • • , 1. For G/_i we can construct a 77-basis P/_i,i, P/-i,2, • • • , and this 77-basis will be normal with respect to Sf, since every element of G/_i satisfies the equation
cp = c\
If G is of class 1 with respect to \F, then our construction is at an end. Otherwise, we proceed by induction over G,. Suppose that for G*+i we have already constructed a 77-basis normal with respect to >F. Now each quotientgroup Gi/Gi+i, of order pni, is abelian and of type 1, 1, • • • , 1. Hence we may construct for Gk/Gk+i a 77-basis ui, u2, ■ ■ ■ , u"k. From each of those cosets of Gk (with respect to Gk+i) which correspond to Mi, u2, ■ ■ ■ we select an element as a representative, obtaining thereby nk elements P*x, X = l, 2, ■ ■ • ,nk.
The ordered set PH, • • • , Pknk followed by the elements of the 77-basis for Gk+i (in the proper sequence) will constitute a 77-basis for Gk which is normal with respect to \F. This assertion can readily be proved by using Theorem I of §1, together with the fact that the order of Gk isPr*, where rk equals X)a_tw«-
The construction which we have just given leads to a 77-basis containing exactly m elements, where pm is the order of G. It may be pointed out that every 77-basis of G, normal or not, must contain exactly m elements. This follows from two considerations: every finite group whose elements are of order p, identity excepted, is a regular /»-group ;J the number of elements in a 77-basis for a regular p-group is an invariant of the group.
3. In the introduction we mentioned an important category of /»-groups, which resemble the abelian /»-groups in that any two 77-bases have the same number of elements of a given order. These are the regular p-groups, which have been defined in the following way: § the /»-group G will be called regular * Miller, Blichfeldt, and Dickson, Finite Groups, p. 136 . (a) The path powers of the elements of G constitute a characteristic subgroup 7J«(G).
(b) Those elements in G whose orders divide pß constitute a characteristic subgroup &ß(G). =Z)_i*»*iItems (a) through (i) are given explicitly in the paper of Hall to which reference has already been made (see pp. 73-81); item (j) is contained implicitly in HaU's results; item (k) is a familiar result from the theory of abelian /»-groups.
Definition.
A U-basis Px, P2, • ■ ■ , PT for a regular p-group G, the order of Pi being />**', is said to be w-normal provided that
(2) when (P" Pi),* i <j, is expressed in the normal form
each ajik is divisible by pfor k £j.
We state without proof two implications of this definition : (3) for k <j, ajik = 0 mod />5*-s> (see (e) and (f)) ; (4) if the normal form of (P" P,), i<j, is given by Pi"«« • • • PTaiir, then the highest power of /» that divides aijk also divides ajik, and conversely. Moreover, (2) is clearly a consequence of (1) when no two of the b's are equal.
For the abelian group A conformai with G any 77-basis for which (1) is satisfied may be regarded as a "normal form," since all such ?7-bases are equivalent under the holomorph of A. In defining a normal form for a 77-basis of G we must obviously demand more, and (2) seems to be the most natural additional requirement which can be satisfied in the case of every regular /»-group. The qualifying phrase "«-normal" is suggested by the fact that Pi, P2, • • • , Pr, regarded as representatives of a i/-basis for G/?Ji, constitute a normal 77-basis for this quotient group; i.e., PjPi m PiPjPZT1 ■ ■ ■ Fra'irmod Oi.
As an attempt at defining a normal form for a 77-basis, our definition above is obviously of no value unless we can prove the following theorem :
Every regular p-group G contains an u-normal U-basis.
First, we explain a method for constructing a set of elements which satisfy requirements (1) and (2) above. To avoid repeated explanations, the symbols G, fi( ), m, h,-, e,-, etc., will have the same significance as in (a) through (k) above.
Let ß"(G) be the first term in the series £ = ß0c öi c • • • c Q¡ = G for which Wa is a proper subgroup of ß0; i.e.,
From (j) and (k) we see that the order of Qa/Wa is exactly /»*«. Furthermore, every element of this quotient-group is of order p, except for the identity. Since ß0 and Wa are characteristic subgroups of G, and since each element of G effects an automorphism of Qa/Wa, we can construct for this quotient-group a [/-basis, Ui, u2, ■ ■ ■ , »«,, say, which is normal with respect to G (see Theorem II of §2). From the coset of ß" which corresponds to w, we select any element Q¡ as a representative, obtaining thereby the hs elements Qi,Qt, • ■ ,Qk..
Otherwise, contrary to (5), we could find a k<a for which Wk^Qk.
It is easy to see that every element of ßa can be expressed in the form From (i), (j), and (k) we also have the equality
If ß" is G itself, then our construction is at an end. If not, let ß& be the first term in the series ß0+i, ß"+2, • • • for which (9) WbcQb; Wa+l= Qa+l, I = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , b -a -1.
As above, we construct for Üh/Wb, which is necessarily of order /»*«-», a [/-basis normal with respect to G, and from each coset of ß& which corresponds to one of these basis-elements we choose an element, obtaining the h,-i elements 7?i, 2?2, ■ •• , 2?A,_1.
(10) Each of the 2c's is of order ph.
Suppose that one of them, R\, say, were of order less than /»*. Then Rn would necessarily occur among the elements of a certain set ß4 -Wk where k <b. From (5) and (9) we know that a is the only value of k<b for which Wk c ttk. And certainly 2?x cannot be an element in {7Ji, ß,}, since ß" is contained in Wh. As in (8) above, we have the equality b = e,-i.
From the manner of their construction it follows that the 2?'s satisfy congruences of the type [March
when X is any element of G. Since Wb is a subgroup of {üi, ß"}, we may replace (11) by
If üb is not equal to G, then we continue the construction; and at this point it is reasonably clear how the construction advances. The final (the sth) stage will consist of selecting hx elements Pi, P2, • • • , Ph of ü¡ ï£ G which correspond to a 7/-basis of G/W>, this ?7-basis being, of course, normal with respect to G. Thus we obtain an ordered set of r=22<=iAi elements
where P,_i ,• and Ps, denote the elements Ri and Q,-above. For our purpose the significant properties of these elements are the two following : bx è b2 ^ • • • ^ Sr, and (14) X_1F,X ■ F,F-;+i' ■■ Pr' mod Bi(G) , j = 1,2,-■ ■ ,r.
(For the sake of a simpler notation we have replaced Pu by Pi, P« by P2, •■ ■, P,ht by Pr.) It is clear, therefore, that if the elements Pi, P2, •• • , Pr form a 77-basis for G, then this 77-basis will be co-normal. To prove that Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ ,Pr constitute a 77-basis, it is sufficient to show that they form a canonical basis for G, since it is known that every canonical basis of a regular /»-group is necessarily a 77-basis.* A canonical-basis of a regular /»-group has been defined* as a set of co( =wi) elements Qi, Qo, ■ • • ,Q" (« being the order of G/öi(G)) which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) there exists a set of oe subgroups G = KidK2d
• ■ • 3l»3Ku+i = TJi, each being invariant in G and a proper subgroup of the preceding, such that each of the « sets Ki-Ki+i contains exactly one of the Q/s; (ß) the product of the orders of the Q/s is as small as possible, consistent with (a).
It is known that (y) the product of the orders of the elements in and canonical basis must equal the order of G.f
To show that the elements Pi, • • • , Pr above form a canonical-basis, it is therefore sufficient to show that they satisfy requirements (a) and (y). Now (y) is satisfied, since the elements (13) constitute j sets, the jth set containing h¡ elements each of order p'> [see (k) and (8) 
To prove that («) is also satisfied, we observe from (14) that the group Fi= {Pi, Pi+i, ■ ■ ■ , PT, üi] is an invariant subgroup of G; moreover Fi is a proper subgroup of index /» in Fi_i, and r is equal to w. Hence the series G=FioF2o
• • • s Fr 3 öi has the properties of the Tf-series in («) ; and since Fi-Fi+i contains P{ and no other one of the P's, it follows that requirement (a) is satisfied by the r elements Pi, P2, • • ■ ,Pr.
Whenever an co-normal [/-basis is normal with respect to G, that is, whenever the congruences (PJrPi) =P^*/+l ■ • • P"*' mod öi, *"</, can be replaced by equalities as) iPiipi)-p%«--.py', then, from Theorem I of §2, we know that G is completely defined by the orders ph, ■ ■ ■ , phr and the exponents in (15). The existence of a G-normal [/-basis is clearly exceptional and it is an open question whether the data provided by an co-normal ¿7-basis, namely, the orders of the elements and the r(r -1)/2 equations (2), are always sufficient to define the regular /»-group from which they are derived. A Note on /-Matrices.* Let (£"■) be an r-rowed square matrix whose coordinates are arbitrary rational integers, and let 5i, <52, • • • , 5r be a sequence of fixed positive integers satisfying the inequalities ôi = ô22: • • • =5r. The /-matrix (a^,) we shall define as the matrix formed by replacing each £,-,• by the set of integers having the form fi;-+ \i,-/»5<:; that is, (x") is the matrix whose/th column is composed of residue classes [£,-,■] modulo /»*'. The class [£,-,•] is characterized by the least positive residue of £¿, modulo p'i; accordingly, we shall usually assume that the coordinate #,•,■ in the /-matrix (a^,) is a least positive residue rather than a class [fi/]. Two /-matrices are naturally to be regarded as distinct unless their corresponding coordinates are identical. The totality of distinct /-matrices constitute a set, which we shall designate by the expression LPi8i, ô2, ■ • ■ , ôr). The sum of two /-matrices (a:,-,-) and (y¿,) we shall define as the /-matrix (z,-,) for which z,,-is the least positive residue of a^+yi, modulo ps',j = l, 2, • • • , r; the product (a;,->)(y,-,-) is the /-matrix (w") in which Wa is the least positive residue of ^ja=iXiayaj modulo p'i. Those /-matrices for which the conditions (a) Xn = 0 mod />s>-s', i >/, and iß) \xii\^0raodp * These /-matrices were first defined, in a slightly different form, by A. Ranum, these Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), pp. 71-91. [March hold constitute under multiplication a group, which we shall refer to as "the group of Z-matrices."* This group, which we shall denote by the expression GLp(bx, b2, • • • , br), is simply isomorphic with the group of isomorphisms of the abelian /»-group of type Si, b2, ■ ■ ■ , ¿v.* Multiplication is not, in general, assoc'ative for any three matrices of the set Lpihx, • • • , br). For Z-matrices (x,-,) which satisfy (a), however, multiplication is associative and distributive, and these Z-matrices constitute a ring. Thus any expression (a(xij)+b(yi,)+ ■ ■ ■ )n(c(u{j) +d(va) + ...)•»..., where a, b, m, ra are positive integers, defines a unique Z-matrix, and this consideration is the justification for our later notation. In particular, the Z-matrix defined by the expression a(x,,), where (x,,) satisfies condition (a), may be regardod as (*,•,■)+ (*</) + ■ ■ ■ +(*,-,•), where there are a terms, as (ai,)(xi,), or as (xi,)(ai,), where (a,-,) is the Z-matrix whose diagonal elements are the least positive residues of a modulis pSl, pH, • -, etc., the remaining elements being zeros.
4. This section is concerned with applying the data furnished by an conormal TJ-basis to the problem of constructing a one-to-one representation by Z-matricesf for a special category of regular /»-groups; that is, the regular /»-groups of class 2.% The theory of representations of a group of order g by means of matrices with coefficients in a field of characteristic prime to g has been rather thoroughly exploited. Little is known, however, about representations of /»-groups by matrices with coefficients in a field of characteristic p ; and it is fair to say that the problem of representing a given /»-group by Z-matrices has received almost no attention. § Since the group GLp(bx, • ■ • , br)-the group of Z-matrices-is simply isomorphic with the group of automorphisms of the abelian /»-group of type Si, S2, • • • , 5r, we can easily construct a representation of a /»-group Gp if we can find an abelian /»-group A p which is transformed into itself by Gp. Thus we can always construct a multiply-isomorphic representation by Z-matrices for any /»-group Gp, whether regular or not, since Gp always contains invariant abelian subgroups. The real difficulty arises when we demand a 1-1 representation of Gp (that is, a representation which is simply isomorphic with Gp). * Ranum, pp. 84-85.
f These /-matrices are defined in §3. i Groups of class 2 (metabelian groups, in the terminology of American mathematicians) were originally defined as groups having abelian central quotient-groups (W. B. Fite, Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, vol. 49 (1901) , p. 41). They have also been defined as groups having abelian commutator subgroups. The two definitions are obviously equivalent. § The reciprocal problem, namely, the investigation of the subgroups of the group GLp(6i,&2, ■ ■ ■ , 5r) has been widely discussed.
It is precisely these 1-1 representations which are of most interest, and in the case of regular /»-groups of class 2 a method for constructing them may be developed from the theory of regular permutation groups.
Let G be a regular /»-group of class 2 and of order pm, p>2* which is represented as a regularf permutation group on its pm elements. Let K(G) denote the holomorph of G, and let 27 denote that representation in KiG) of the group of inner isomorphisms of G whose permutations omit the symbol for the identity of G. Let Si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , Spm denote the permutations of G, and let Si denote that permutation of 27 which transforms G according to s{. Since G is of class 2, its commutator subgroup C(G) is contained in its central r(G) ; furthermore, 77 is abelian, since it is simply isomorphic with G/T. From this we see that G is multiply isomorphic with 77 under the correspondence defined by Sí~Síx, i = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , pm, where X is any fixed integer.
At this point we introduce several useful formulas, which one may readily verify:
(1) ÍSí, Sj) = isf1, Sfx) = isfx, Si) = iSj, srX) = is,; Si)~x, (2) (s', s") = (Si, s,)xv, (3) (st, Si) = (Sí, sí) = (sí, S¡); (Si, S¡) = E.
Let /»" be the order of the element of highest order in 27. Since /» is an odd prime (/»" -1)/2 is a positive integer; and we denote this integer by the letter a.
We shall need the following results:} (4) The pm products SfSi constitute a regular permutation group G" which is abelian and conformai with G.
(5) The cross-cut GaG" is the permutation group T.
(6) The group G" is transformed into itself by G, and conversely. Let K(Ga) denote the holomorph of G", written as a permutation group on the letters of G, and let 7(Ga) be that representation in K(Ga) of the group of isomorphisms of Ga which omits the symbol for the identity of G. Correspondingly, we define 7(G) as that representation in 7i(G) of the group of isomorphisms of G which omits the symbol for the identity of G.
(7) The permutation group 7(G) is a subgroup of 7(G").
(8) Between the permutations tx, h, ■ ■ • of G" and those of G there is a * The assumption p>2 is pertinent, since a group of order 2™ is regular only when it is abelian. f The simultaneous occurrence of "regular" in two distinct and unrelated meanings is unfortunate; both usages, however, are already established in the literature. To avoid confusing repetitions of the adjective "regular", we agree that throughout the remainder of this section the symbol G shall be used precisely in the sense above.
[March 1-1 correspondence, which is defined by the equations ti = SiaSi and Si = Svti.
When, in the future, we speak of an element of G (or of G0) as the "corresponding element" of an element in G" (or in G), we shall have in mind the correspondence defined by the equations in (8).
Let (12) Pi = TtAi it follows that each basis-element P, may be regarded as a product of a basiselement of Ga by an automorphism of Ga, and this is a point of view which we shall constantly emphasize. From (1), (2), and (3) it is easy to establish the following formulas:
(13) (Af, Ti) = (Ai, Pi) = (S"iPi, Pi) = (Pi, Pi)*1; (14) (Ait Ti) = (Af, Ti)-i; (Au Ti) -E. Now each F" ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , r, is a permutation in the group of isomorphisms of Ga (see (7) (9) and (10) together with the equations (16) (Pi, Pi)Pk = Pk(Pi, Pi), i, j, k = 1, 2, • • • , r, for the reason that any r operations which satisfy (9), (10), and (16) generate a group which is simply isomorphic with G* We indicate a method for computing the yjik from the data in (9), (10), and (16). If Tf =E, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, where x ranges over all the exponents «,ifc in (10), that is, if each constituent P""'* of (P¡, P.) is in T, then it follows from (12) and (13) that yjik is equal to the least positive residue of (a+l)«,,* modulo pSk. In general, however, it is impossible to find for G an co-normal [/-basis for which this favorable situation arises. The following procedure is always valid. In (13) Since (Pi, Pi) is in the central of G, we know that Ta must be the identity of 27. We observe, in addition, that for k £j the order of (Ak, T^amu is less than the order of (A k, T¡), since ajik is divisible by /» for k £j; and for k >j, the first constituent of (Ak, T¡) =Pxaai ■ ■ ■ P«kir whose exponent is prime to /» must have a subscript greater than /. Hence a finite number of reductions of the type (17) will suffice to bring (Ajt Ti) into the form Afi» ■ ■ ■ Ary>ir.
We have outlined a method for constructing, from the data of an co-normal [/-basis, a representation of G by a subgroup of the group GLP(SX, 82, ■ ■ ■ , 5r) of r-rowed /-matrices. Presently we shall extend this py-l representation of G to a 1-1 representation by imbedding each matrix Er+Mi in an (r+1)-* The proof of this assertion is similar to the proof of Theorem I in §2. In interchanging the P's we make use of the formula Pß"Pax=PaxPtf'(Pß, Pa)'", ß>", which can be derived from (16); a basis for induction is provided by the fact that the exponent of each constituent P\ in the normal form of (Pß, Pa) is divisible by p for X S ß.
[March rowed /-matrix. First, however, we list several interesting properties of the matrices Af,-: (18) The highest power of p which divides y,ik divides a,ü, and conversely.
(19) Every element in and below the main diagonal of each M, is divisible by p.
(20) For j >k, y,-,-* is divisible by pSt-s>. The truth of (18) foUows from the details of (17) and from the fact that this reduction is reversible; i.e., we may reduce iA&i* ■ ■ ■ Asa*)-0-1 to the form Pf,* ■ ■ ■ Prai« if we replace Ak by TklPk. Obviously (19) and (20) Let H m denote the group generated by the matrices Er+Mi, i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■, r. As we have seen above, HM is a 1-1 representation of H and a py-l representation of G. The element of 77^ which corresponds to the "general" element Pi*.P2*. where the elements in the first column are the residues 0 modulo /»V In order to avoid altering much of our earlier notation, we shall number the rows (and columns) in Mi (and in the other (r+l)-rowed matrices which we shall presently define) by the sequence 0, 1, 2, • • • , r. Let E' be the identity matrixf of GLp(8o, fii, • • • , ôr). It is at once evident that the matrices E'+Ml generate a group GM which is simply isomorphic with 27^.
We denote by LI the (r+l)-rowed /-matrix which has in row 0 and column i the residue 1 modulo pSi and zeros elsewhere. We shall denote the sum Mi +L¡ by the symbol Ni.
The main result of this section is the following: Theorem I. The r matrices E'+N{ generate a group Gn which is simply isomorphic withG underthe correspondence defined by P{~E'+Ní, i = l, 2,-■ ■, r.
In proving this theorem we shall make use of the following known result : where the ô's and the y,-,* are the same as in (9) and (15) (By definition, A^Lí+Mí; from (26), MíLí=M0.)
We now prove (ii). The equation Vivi = E requires E+yiLt = E. Since pSi is the smallest value of y i for which yiLi = Ma, it follows that the order of F,-is exactly /»5i. The permutability of Vi and F,-follows from (26). For J^i, Vt, • • • ,Vr to constitute a 77-basis for the abelian group which they generate, it is sufficient that the equation VxVi • ■ ■ Vry' = E he satisfied only by y,=0 mod pSi. That this is the case follows directly from (27) and the linear independence of the 7,'s.
Finally we prove (iii). From (26) and (27) f It is understood, of course, that the notation E-L, is merely a convenient substitute for £+(*»*-l)£i.
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This completes the determination of our 1-1 representation of G by means of /-matrices. As we have seen, this particular representation Gn is completely defined by the orders of the basis elements Pi, P2, • • ■ , Pr of G, the exponents ajik in the r(r-1)/2 equations (10), and the permutability relation (Pi, Pj)Pk=Pk(Pi, Pj). In respect to the totality of possible representations of G by /-matrices Lp(8i, 82, ■ ■ • , 8r), the representation GN may be regarded as a normal form, in that for every matrix in Gn the elements in and below the main diagonal are congruent modulo /» to 1 and 0 respectively.
We observe that the matrices E+^rk=iXkLk, 0^xk<pSk, define a 1-1 representation of the abelian group GOJ and the corresponding elements of GN are the /-matrices derived from the products (E+"^fk^iXkMk) (E+^fk=xxkLk) =E+S2l=iXkNk (see (8) and (25) above). Thus we obtain all the elements of Gn from a "general" matrix, whose coordinates are linear functions of r parameters, by specializing these parameters and taking least positive residues. We shall see, later, that the A^'s combine under multiplication according to the linear formula N (N ¡^^l^ya^ k.
5. The notation which we shall use in this section is that of the preceding. Our objective is to characterize those matrices of the group GLp(8i, 82, ■ ■ -, ôr) which represent automorphisms* of G. We know, of course, that the group of isomorphisms of G0 is simply isomorphic with GLp(8i, 82, ■ • ■ , 8r); and from (7) of §4 it follows that 7(G) is simply isomorphic with a certain subgroup of GLp(8i, ■ • ■ , 8r). Now every matrix X = (xit) in GLp(8i, ■ ■ ■ , 8r) is characterized by two conditions on the coordinates x," namely,
(1) Xn = 0 mod psrsi for i > j;
(2) | «iíl ^ Omod /».
Our problem, therefore, is to determine the additional restrictions which must be imposed on the coordinates Xn in order that x shall define an automorphism of G. It is possible to determine these additional conditions as congruences involving the ajik by regarding X as the coefficient-matrix in the correspondence
It is much easier, however, to determine them in terms of the y ¡a, and this is * Throughout this article the term "automorphism" of G denotes a 1-1 isomorphism of G with itself.
[March the procedure which we shaU adopt. First, we regard X as the coefficientmatrix of the "general" automorphism of G", defined by the correspondence Ai ~ Bi = Ai • ■ ■ Ar AT~ BT = Ai'1 ■ ■ ■ AT", the Xa being least positive residues. Let irx denote that permutation of 7(G") which is defined by X. Now irx transforms G either into itself or a conjugate permutation group in K~iGa) ; furthermore, G is generated by the r permutations Pi = Ti, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , r (see (11) and (12) of §4). Hence, for X to define an automorphism of G it is necessary and sufficient that irxxTiAiirx, x = 1, 2, • • • , r, be a permutation of G. Now the permutation of G which corresponds to the permutation A, =A i*i ■ • • A/* of G a is the product TAz, where Tz is Fi'i • • ■ Fr*<-(see (8) of §4). Consequently, for X to define an automorphism of G it is necessary and sufficient that (4) irxV.fl-xbe equal to T?1 • ■ ■ T*r", i = 1, 2, • • • , r.
The sufficiency of this condition is obvious. That it is necessary, as well, follows from the fact that if we multiply a given permutation Az=Ai', • ■ ■ Ar'r, 0^z,</»8«', on the left by all the permutations of H, then only one of these products wiU be a permutation in G; that is, the multiplying permutation T, is unique, although its representation in the form Fi*i • • • Tr% O^Zi </»*•', is never unique.
We seek a more explicit form for condition (5). As in the preceding section, each F, is equivalent to a substitution / Ai^>A{ = Ai
• ■ • Ar {Ar->AT' = AÏ" ■ ■ ■ AÏir, whose matrix we have already denoted by E+Mi. Similarly, the product FiXil • • • Fr*«v is equivalent to a substitution on the A's whose matrix is given by E+^l^iXikMk (see (25) of §4). And the matrix of that substitution (on the A 's) which is equivalent to the permutation •Tx~lT{n-x is clearly equal to X~1(E+Mi)X.
Hence (5) The main result of this section may be expressed by the theorem :
The group of isomorphisms of G is simply isomorphic with the group generated by those l-matrices LP(8X, ■ ■ ■ , 8r) for which the following conditions are satisfied : (a) Xi,= Omod psi~si for i>j;
¡fc-i
In conclusion, we state a useful relation, namely,
which can be derived by substituting E+M{ for X in (7) above. 6. In this section we shall investigate the abstract structure of the representation GN, and we shall see that the matrices E, Nt, ■ ■ ■ , Nr may be regarded as basis-units in a certain finite ring.
We have already pointed out that the general element of GN is obtained by reducing the matrix Jx = E+^2,Tk=iXkNk, where each xk ranges from 0 to ph -l. Since the product JZ = JXJV must occur in the form Jz = E+S2zkNk, each of the r2 products NiN,-must obviously be equivalent to a linear function of the matrices E, Ni, ■ ■ ■ , Nr. This linear relation is given by the formula r (1) NiNi=^yakNk. *=i
In deriving this formula we replace Ni by Lt+Mi.* From (26) of §4 and (8) [March Since y,ik= -7,-,* mod p>k and 7i,*=0 mod /»8* (see (21) and (22) (1) and (2) it is easy to show that the product of any three of the A^'s is the null matrix; that is, At this point it is fairly evident that with the group Gx there is associated a finite ring having as basis-units the matrices E, Nh ■ ■ ■ , NT. We wish to show that this ring can be constructed without assuming the existence of Gat.
We start with a system S of double composition in which all the ring postulates are satisfied except (possibly) associativity of multiplication. We designate a set of r+l linearly independent basis-units for S by v" vx, ■ ■ ■ , vT, and we assume that every element of S can be represented uniquely in the form t, = ïo(.+ZwWi, where the Xt are arbitrary rational integers. We assume that multiplication for the basis-units (and accordingly for every element of S ) is defined by the equations (1) above. We recall that each 7,-,* is a positive integer less than /»s*, and that these r3 integers satisfy (6) yak = -ink mod ps* [ §4, (21)]
(7) yak = 0 mod p6k~s¡ for i > k yak = 0 mod />8*~a; for j > k . §4,(20) and (21) a-l * It is known, of course, that the various assumptions above are always consistent. In fact, a system of the type S exists if we replace the ym in (5) by r3 arbitrary integers; and if multiplication is associative (which is generally not the case), then this system is a ring of rankr+1, having the ring of integers as its coefficient-domain. Now those elements vx for which xk is divisible by /»'*, k = 0, 1, ■■ ■ , r* constitute under addition a modulus M. We wish to show that the elements of this modulus constitute an invariant ideal in S. Since they form a modulus, it is sufficient to show that »»a» and avvx are each of the form Ao/»i»î>e+23,wAi/»s*Dj, where vx and «" are any elements of S and 'M respectively.
From (5) we havef ( ¿*<»<J ( ¿ JiP^ij = ¿ I É xA ¿ yé'^u»)\ vk.
Since Si 2:82 >: • • • 2:8T, it is obvious that when k is at least equal to both i and/, then the coefficient of vk is divisible by pSk. From (7), however, we know that yijk has the form y'nkpSk~Si (or y'i'jkpSk~s') for k<i (for k<j). In every case then, the coefficient of vk is divisible by /»'*, k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , r. Similarly, we may show that ayvx is an element of M. We denote this invariant ideal by the letter 3. From a familiar result in the theory of ideals we know that the residue classes of S with respect to 3 form a system S which is homomorphic with S The condition for associativity of multiplication in S is given by
But from (8) and (9) we know that both sides of this equation are equal to the residue class 0 modulo ps'. Hence S is a ring, since it is homomorphic * These pSk are the type-invariants of G [see §4].
f Obviously vx-yops°ve is in WC.
% The symbol [%]\ denotes the class of integers having the form Ç±nps*. We need consider only elements in S of the form^j.^fzijji., since {ueu7)uy is obviously equal to «,(11^,).
with a system S which satisfies every ring postulate except associativity of multiplication. From (6), which implies that [y,,*]* = [-Yy«]*, we may easily show that those elements in S which have the form u.'**?.
ÏxAuj constitute a nilpotent* ring <fvof index 3 in which the square of every element is the zero element. It is clear that î\. is an invariant subring of S ; furthermore, the elements of îx. constitute under addition an abelian group AR which is simply isomorphic with G» of §4. One may also show that the elements of S having the form ux' = [l]ue+ux constitute under multiplication a group Gr of order pm and class 2. That they form a group is obvious, since ux'Uy' can be brought into the form [l]ue+u¡, while every ux" has an inverse, namely,
The commutator («/', «/'), where »/' =ue+ui; is ue+^a=l2yijaua, and by using (8) and (9) And this matrix is exactly the Z-matrix F+A^of Gn-Since GR is generated by the r elements ue+Ui, i = 1, 2, • • • , r, it follows that the groupGr( ) is simply isomorphic with GN, and consequently with G (of §4). This representation of G as a multiplicative group of elements in a finite ring which are congruent to the principal unit modulo a nil ring has conspicuous advantages for the study of the structure of G.f For instance, if <FV' is an invariant subring of %,, then the elements of GR which have the form * A nilpotent ring of index k is a ring in which the product of any k elements is 0; a nil ring is one in which some power of every element is 0. A nil ring containing a finite basis is necessarily nilpotent.
f This method of "Strahlbildung" has been used to advantage by K. Shoda (Mathematische Annalen, vol. 100 (1928) , pp. 674-686) for determining two important series of characteristic subgroups of GLp(S,, 5,, ■ • • ,Sr).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use But © defines a correspondence of the elements of Gr, and for this correspondence to define an automorphism of Gr, it is clearly necessary and sufficient that the multiplication table of the u{ 's be the same as that of the «,'s. By substituting the u{ 's in equations (10) As one would expect, these congruences are equivalent to the matrixequations (7) in §5.
The representation Gr above was derived (although indirectly) from a particular co-normal [/-basis of G, and our method is probably the simplest one for obtaining a ring-representation for G. But the existence of a [/-basis is by no means necessary* for the existence of a representation of a finite /»-group G as the multiplicative group of those elements in a ring which are congruent to the principal unit modulo a subring whose elements are expressible uniquely in the form 23;_i£»w«, the £,■ being least positive residues * The quaternion group, which has no ÎZ-basis, is the multiplicative group of elements p+{i«i +Î2«2+f3«3, i-0,1, in the ring of 16 elements whose multiplication is defined by the equations é^e; eui=Uie=Ui; «ii=«22=íi2«i = «3; UiU3 = utUi = UiU2:=U2Ua = U3Uí=Uí*=0.
modulo certain powers of /». Nor is it necessary, when G is the group G above, that f, the number of linearly independent basis units of 1\, be equal to r, the number of type-invariants of G. For f ¿¿r, however, the ring % must contain elements whose square is not zero, and although it is always nilpotent, it need not be of index 3.
In conclusion, we point out that if the group G is a direct product of groups G'XC'X ■ • • , then for each factor G(<) we can find an co-normal 77-basis, and by the method given in § §4 and 6 we can construct for each factor a ring-representation Gr<«. Then for G itself we obtain a ring-representation if we replace íx. in §6 by the direct sum of the rings CR/+CR_"+ ■ ■ ■ . And from this representation we obtain, by post-multiplication, a representation of G as the direct sum of matrix-representations GN' +GN" + ■ ■ ■ . 7. In the preceding section we proved that every metabelian group of prime-power order can be exhibited as a multiplicative group in a finite ring. And since every metabelian group is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, one may construct for any metabelian group G of odd order a representation of this sort in which the ring î\. is replaced by the direct sum of nil rings 'rvp,, %.Pl, • • • , each %P)i corresponding to a Sylow subgroup of G. We wish to show that there is, in a crude sense, a reciprocal relationship between nil rings and metabelian groups. If S is a ring which contains a principal unit e and a subring 2 such that (a) ZAe square of every element in 2 is the zero element, and (b) the number of elements in 2 is an odd integer n, then those elements in S which are of the form e+a, <j in 2, constitute under multiplication a group of order ra whose class does not exceed 2.
It is easy to show that the elementse+<r constitute under multiplication a group F2 of order ra, having e as the identical operation. We therefore give only the proof that Fs is either abelian or metabelian.
Let a and ß denote any two elements of 2. From (a) we have
(1) a2 = 0, where <r is any element of 2.
By substituting a+ß for <r in this equation, we obtain (2) aß + ßa = 0.
Two cases arise : Case A. aß=ßa for every pair of elements in 2; Case B. 2 contains two elements «r" and Oß such that o-aaß^o-ßO-a. In Case A equation (2) reduces to 2aß=0. Since 2 contains a finite number of elements, with each element o-, there is associated a smallest positive integer mt such that w,o-i = 0. Now the elements of 2 constitute under addition an abelian group of order n, and since m{ is clearly the order of o-, with respect to this group, we see that mi, being a divisor of », is necessarily odd. Hence the equation 2aß=0 is possible only if aß=0. In Case A, therefore, any two elements e+a and e+ß are commutative, and F2 is of class 1.
For Case B we first prove that the product of any three elements of 2 is zero. By using (2) and the associativity postulate, we obtain the equations ((ra(Tß) That is, 2o-ao-ßO-y = 0; and as in Case A, we infer that crar/ßcr7 is zero. To prove that Fs is of class 2 it is sufficient to show that the commutator (e+o-", e+o-ß) of any two elements in F2 is commutative with any third element e+o-y. From (1) we find that the inverse of e+<ja is e-aa. By making use of (3), it is a simple matter to show that the commutator (e+o-a, e+Oß) is given by e+aa(Tß -(TßO-a and is commutative with e+ay.
Finally, we observe that the .theorem above is valid if we replace (a) by the assumption that S is nilpotent and of index 3 ; that is, the product of any three elements in 2 is the zero-element.
(In this case, the commutator ie+a", e+ffß) equals e+aao-ß-aßOa-a¿ -o-ß2.)
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